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user have become different people. We cannot expect, for example,

a business administration agent to develop his own software

system. Such people, in general, have no background in computer

science. This separation between the developer and the user,

usually, raises the following problem: The developer, often, is

called upon to develop software for application areas that he may

not fully understand. This causes the developer to misinterpret

the user requirements of the system. Misinterpretation of the

user requirements leads, in turn, to poor user acceptance of the

developed system.

Programming practice remained in the state described above

up to the late 1960s. At that time, software development has

arrived to an impasse. It has been discovered that the techniques

of programming that were used in the early days for small

programs could not be scaled up for large systems. The term

"Software Crisis" has been invented at that time [1]. Software

development was really in a crisis situation. Many projects were

late and ran over budget. There was the need for better methods,

tools, and techniques in order to develop better quality systems.

New management techniques were also needed, in order to predict

and control the development process.

The identification of the software crisis has led to the

view that software development is an engineering discipline. The

term "Software Engineering" was invented at the same time as the

software crisis. The intent of software engineering is to define

principles and to set guidelines in order to produce, within

budget, better quality software systems.

It is worth noting that the problems of software development

















































































that manipulate the network structure. However, it is clear that

there are already some elements of control, in the data

structures coding the information, that guide the search.

3.3.2.1 Example of a Causal Network Based System: CASNET [9],

The Causal ASsociaticnal NETwork (CASNET) is a medical

expert system developed by WEISS et al., at the University of

Rutgers (U.S.A), for the diagnosis and treatment of glaucomas.

In this system, medical knowledge is represented in a particular

type of sematic network consisting of three levels of knowledge.

The three level knowledge representation is shown in Figure

3.3. As shown in Figure 3.3, each level corresponds to a

description of one aspect of the disease processes. The level of

observations contains the evidence, including signs, symptoms,

and test results, about the patient. The level of

pathophysiological states in a causal network of states

describing the evolution of the diseases. In this level, the

nodes represent elementary hypotheses about the disease process

and the links highlight the causal relationships that exist

between them. The third level contains the classification tables

for the disease. These tables define a disease category as a set

of confirmed and denied pathophysiological states.

The links in the causal network of states are weighted with

numbers, ranging between 0 and 1, indicating the strength of

causation. These numbers are interpreted in terms of frequency

of occurrence. Starting states are assigned a starting frequency.

The relation between the level of pathophysiological states and

the level of observations is associational. Associational links
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between these two levels are also weighted with numbers ranging

between -1 and +1.

Reasoni ng

The rules of inference in the CASNET system are as follows:

Let Cf(n.) be the confidence factor associated with the node

(disease state) n., t. be any test or observation, and Q., be the

weight associated with the associational link between t. and n. .

Initially, the Cf of all nodes is undetermined (Cf(n.)=0).

Rule 1: When a test result is received and a rule associating t,

with n. is found applicable, then

(a) If jCf(n.)| < |Q.;| then Cf(rij) is reset to Q...

(b) IF Cf(n.) = -Q then Cf(n.) is set to 0 until another result

t. is received such that |Qk;| > |Q..|.

(c) Otherwise Cf(n.) is unchanged.

Rule 2: Let a be a threshold number between 0 and 1.

(a) If Cf(n.) > a, then n, is assumed confirmed.

(b) If Cf (n.) < -a, then n. is assumed denied.

(c) Otherwise, the status of n, is assumed undetermined.
j

3.3.3 Frames

A frame is a data structure consisting of a mixture of

declarative and procedural knowledge that represent a typical

situation (stereotype) in a domain of the real world. The idea

behind the frame representation is that human memory stores

typical structures of information, and that we evoke one of these
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structures each time we are in a given situation, trying to match

that structure to the given situation.

A frame contains slots to store the facts that are typically

known about the situation that the frame intends to represent.

Slots can themselves be other frames, or they can be simple

identifiers. The frames describing all the aspects of a given

situation are related between them, and they usually form a tree.

An example of a frame may be the description of a typical

patient. A frame describing a typical patient can have slots, for

example, for: antecedents, clinical examination, and laboratory

test results as shown below:

PATIENT | ANTECEDENTS

| CLINICAL EXAMINATION

1 LABORATORY TEST RESULTS

If we fill in the slots of a frame with a particular kind

of information then we say that we have created an instance of

the frame. Thus, in the patient frame above, if, for example, for

a particular patient we find that he matches a structure

describing a typical patient suffering from cancer, then we

conclude that our patient is, in fact, suffering from cancer.

The search in frame-based systems is guided by procedures

of inference that are attached to each slot. The procedures are

of two kind. The first kind concerns the knowledge needed to

control the search for obtaining the information needed to fill

in the slots. In the absence of relevant information slots can

be filled with default values. The second kind are procedures
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that explicit the actions to be taken after a given slot has been

filled. For example, deciding that the current situation matches

the selected frame, or transferring control to another frame if

a match does not occur.

3.3.3.1 Example of a Frame Based System: INTERNIST [4].

The INTERNIST system was developed at the University of

Pittsburgh (U.S.A), by H. Pople and J. Myers. It was designed for

the diagnosis of diseases in the area of internal medicine.

Knowledge about diseases in the INTERNIST system is

organized into a disease tree, as shown in Figure 3.4.
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In this tree, the nodes refer to diseases. A terminal node

is called a disease entity. A non-terminal node and its sub-tree

is called a disease area.

Each disease entity can be seen as a frame two slots of

which are used for two types of relations, relating disease

entities to manifestations. These relations are: the EVOKE

relation (a manifestation can evoke a disease) and the MANIFEST

relation (a disease can manifest a disease). The relations EVOKE

and MANIFEST are weighted with real numbers between 0 and 5

indicating the strength of relationship between diseases and

mani fest at ions.

Manifestations are associated with various properties, among

which, the most important are the TYPE and the IMPORT properties.

The TYPE of a manifestation indicates the cost of asking to test

for that manifestation. Thus, the less expensive tests are asked

for first. The IMPORT property indicates how much important a

manifestation is for a given consultation.

Each frame for a disease entity or a disease area contains

also a slot for the relation form of relating that disease entity

or disease area to the other disease entities or areas in the

tree. This relation permits disease entities to inherit some of

the properties associated with the nodes in its sub-tree. Thus,

for example, a manifestation can evoke a disease area if the

manifestation evokes all of the nodes in its sub-tree.

Reasoning

Each of the manifestations entered to the system during a

consultation session evokes one or more nodes of the disease
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tree. INTERNIST, then, creates for each evoked node a model

consisting of four lists:

+ A list of observed manifestations, called the shelf, that this

disease cannot explain;

+ A list of observed manifestations that are consistent with the

disease;

+ A list of unobserved manifestations that should be present in

the patient if this is the correct diagnosis;

+ A list of manifestations not yet observed but which are

consistent with the disease.

A diagnosis in the INTERNIST system corresponds to a set of

evoked terminal nodes that explains all manifestations, taking

into account their IMPORT property. To establish a diagnosis, the

system tries to reduce as much as possible the set of such

terminal nodes if that set is large, or tries to discriminate

between them if that set is relatively small. Based on the models

described above, the system selects from the appropriate lists

the appropriate questions.

We have now summarized the main techniques of knowledge

representation that have been used to build expert systems, and

have given some examples of systems that have been built, using

these techniques. In general, these systems have shown good

performances. However, researchers inartificial intelligence are

claiming that still more efforts need to be done to discover new

techniques to permit more performant systems [40].
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CHAPTER 4

A MODEL-BASED

FORMAL SPECIFICATION OF

A DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM FOR

THE DIAGNOSIS OF THE

ACUTE ABDOMINAL PAIN.

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The primary objective that was set to achieve through the

work in this thesis is the development of a formal sped ficat ion

of a medical expert system. The specification should be centered

around one of the well known formal methods, namely, the Z

method. However, the term "medical expert system" being vague,

it has become necessary to restrict ourselves to a particular

area of medicine. This restriction is necessary for two reasons:

1) The choice of a particular knowledge representation technique,

to represent medical knowledge, is, in general, dictated by

the nature and the particularities of the application area.

2) Medical practice can be best appreciated only by questioning

experts about the way they tackle the problems with which they

are dai1y faced.

The development of an expert system involves the
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participation of an expert. We have, thus, developed the

specification that follows after about ten interview sessions,

of two hours each, with an expert in the area of the acute

abdominal pain. The developed specification is concerned only

with the diagnostic phase of the consultation process. The

motivation for building such a model system is twofold:

+ The diagnosis of the acute abdominal pain emergency is a

difficult problem for unexperienced surgeons, and experience with

computer-based systems has shown that such systems can be very

helpful for those young surgeons [15].

+ The need to write precise requirements specification for

software systems, before they are actually built, being today

recognized, and due to particularities of expert systems as

compared to conventional systems [2], it is interesting to

investigate if there is a way for a formal method, such as Z, to

be used for the development of such systems.

The problem that we tackle in this thesis is, thus: to use

the Z specification language in order to specify a model for an

expert system that will provide medical-decisi on making

assistance, for unexperienced surgeons, in the diagnosis of the

acute abdominal pain. Indeed, we have already developed such a

model [41], and in the remaining of this chapter, we shall review

in more details how the model was obtained.

4.2 INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

We shall start by discussing the problem of how to handle
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uncertainty, which is inherent in medical decision making, in

computer-based systems performing approximate reasoning.

The problem of handling uncertainty in systems performing

medical reasoning has evolved over the best part of the last

three decades. Early systems were based on statistical methods,

and they focused on the diagnosis phase of the consultation

process. They assumed that complete data is available "en block",

and they performed statistical calculations to infer the most

likely diagnosis, based on the entered data and past experience

[42,43]. However, it was rapidly discovered that the method was

not practical, because it is not in all cases that complete data

is available, and when the data becomes large, the method results

in a combinatorial explosion.

The problems related to statistical methods have motivated

researchers to investigate in the sequential decision-making [44]

and the knowledge-based paradigm. These systems are able to

reason with incomplete information, and they handle uncertainty

in a manner different from that of statistical methods. For

example, the MYCIN [8] and CASNET systems [9] use confidence

factors to weigh uncertainty, and they propagate evidence using

simple formulae. For a discussion on the relative merits of

statistical and knowledge-based systems, see [45]. Other systems,

such as the CADIAG system [10,11], and [12] rely on fuzzy set

theory [46] to perform approximate reasoning (see appendix B for

a short review of fuzzy sets).

In recent years, new techniques, based on causal

probabilistic networks (CPNs) have been developed. CPNs are seen,

today, as a new kind of knowledge representation technique. A CPN
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is a causal network of states and weighted links [47-49]. The

nodes represent medical entities and the links represent causal

relations with their weights indicating a priori probabilities

of the strength of causation between the nodes. CPNs originated

from the work by KIM and PEARL [50]. CPNs are today evaluated

very posi t ively [51]

In this thesis, we have chosen to use fuzzy set theory as

a means to handle uncertainty. Our choice of fuzzy set theory is

not guided by some kind of superiority of fuzzy sets over the

other techniques. Instead, we have found it suitable to integrate

the Z notation in it and, thus, to model the approximate

reasoning processes of the expert.

4.3 THE Z-MODEL OF THE SYSTEM

4.3.1 General Considerations

In the language of Z, a specification of a software system

is normally presented in a bottom-up style; that is, one starts

by defining the sets that are primitive to the specification

(primitive data types). In this thesis, we follow that style of

present at ion.

Let us denote by PATIENT the set of all patients that can

present to a hospital for an examination. A particular patient

is identified by his name, sex, and age. These elements are

drawn, respectively, from the sets NAME, SEX, and AGE.

[NAME, SEX, AGE].
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We use a schema to identify a patient by his name, sex, and

age.

PATIENT

nane:NAME

age.AGE

sex :SEX

A patient can suffer from a certain disease or a combinat ion

of diseases. An ill patient will, in general, show a class of

symptoms. In this thesis, we refer by symptom to any of the

subjective sensations such as nausea and chest pain, or the

objective signs and laboratory findings which are observable by

the physician. In the area of interest to us (acute abdominal

pain emergency), the expert physician, based on his experience,

can enumerate the diseases and symptoms that characterize an

acute abdominal pain. Thus, we consider the sets DISEASE and

SYMPTOM to be primitive to our specification.

[SYMPTOM, DISEASE].

Medical reasoning is always subject to some degree of

uncertainty. Symptoms and diseases are usually weighted

( 1inguist ically), by clinicians, to indicate the degree of belief

that they have in a patient showing a given symptom, or suffering

from a certain disease. For computer processing, it is helpful

to associate the linguistic weights (such as always, never,

almost always, and almost never), used by clinicians, with real
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fractional numbers. Based on the theory of fuzzy sets, the method

to calculate the real numbers that are assigned to the linguistic

weights, such as those mentioned above, is explained in detail

in [10]. In the specification that follows, knowledge about

symptoms and diseases is weighted with real number between 0 and

1. We specify, thus, the set FRACTION of real numbers between 0

and 1 using a schema; (by the way, the following is a schema in

hori zcnt al form);

FRACTION = [ r : R | 0 =< r =< 1 ].

Since we will make use of fuzzy sets, fuzzy relations and

their compositions, we need to specify formally the membership

function characterizing these mathematical structures. Let X, Y,

and Z be three generic sets (parameters) of arbitrary objects.

If a fuzzy relation, relating objects from X to objects from Y,

is characterized by a membership function f, then f can be

specified formally, in Z, by the following axiomatic definition:

f : X x Y -+4 FRACTION

and the membership function, that we denote by l-f,

characterizing the complement of the fuzzy relation characterized

by f, may be formally specified, in Z, by the following generic

constant:
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===== IX,Y] =

f : X XY -H FRACTION

1-f : X XY -H FRACTION

don(1-f)= don f

V (x,y)€ don f. (1-f )(x,y)= 1-f(x,y)

If we are given two fuzzy relations characterized,

respectively, by the membership functions f and g then a Z

specification of their composition may be written as:

:[X,Y,Z]=

o :(XXY -+-> FRACTION) X ( YXZ -+-» FRACTION) •+-> ( XX Z -h> FRACTION )

Vf : XXY -H FRACTION , Vg : YXZ -H FRACTION .

fog=Xf,Xg.

Xx :X,z :ZI(x,y)€ don fA (y,z)€ don g ;y€Y.

MAX {r :FRACTION Ir =MIN {f<x,y),g( x,z)}>.

4.3.2 Knowledge Representation

In medicine, the specification language Z can be best

applied in areas where it is possible to obtain a descriptive

model of the disease mechanisms that are involved, because the

deeper the level of knowledge that we have about the disease

processes, the better appear the relationships between the

different processes that take place in an organism, and the

easier these relationships can be captured using the mathematical
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structures of the Z language. For example, the program developed

by TODD [52] for the diagnosis of nerve lesions in the peripheral

nervous system has shown impressive performances.

The diagnosis of the acute abdominal pain emergency remains

a difficult problem, and this usually requires expert knowledge.

Diagnostic accuracy in this field is generally low. The problem

is even worse for unexperienced surgeons. The reason for this

difficulty seems to be related to the insufficient amount of

medical knowledge that has been gathered in this field, by

clinicians. In fact, it appears that the disease mechanisms

involved in the acute abdominal pain emergency are,

unfortunately, not well understood. Experts in this field seem

to rely more on their past experience than on their understanding

of the processes of diseases evolution. Their reasoning is rather

judgemental, and they infer their conclusions simply by

establishing associational relationships between observed

symptoms and diseases. The following example shows the kind of

medical knowledge that drives the diagnostic process of

clinicians in this area.

EXAMPLE

"La CHOLECYSTITE AIGUE atteint les hommes mais surtout les

femmes. L'histoire du malade est characters see par des douleurs

a 1'hypochondre droit avec des irradiations a l'epaule droite.

A 1'examen physique, le malade reagit au test de Murphy, a une

vesicule palpable avec des douleurs a 1'hypochondre droit, et a

une temperature moderee. Un tel patient necessite une operation

urgente ou semi-urgente".
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In areas where most of the reasoning is based on subjective

judgements, production rules can be the best suited technique of

knowledge representation. In the case of the diagnosis of the

acute abdominal pain, production rules are, in our opinion,

suitable to represent medical knowledge. In this thesis, we have,

thus, represented medical knowledge in the form of production

rules. We consider two kinds of rules relating symptoms to

symptoms, diseases to diseases, and symptoms to diseases. The

first kind of rules is related to the concept of occurrence. The

general form of such rules is, for example:

4 IF the disease d is found in a patient, THEN we expect that the

symptom s occurs with the disease d WITH degree of occurence

belief (certai nty) r.

The second kind of rules is related to the concept of

confirmation. The general form of such rules is, for example:

♦ IF the symptom s is shown by a patient, THEN the presence of

disease d in the patient is confirmed, WITH degree of

confirmation belief r.

Occurrence and confirmation are seen, here, as fuzzy

relations relating objects from the primitive sets SYMPTOM and

DISEASE (see [11]). Each kind of rules gives rise to three fuzzy

relations. In the following, we specify, in Z, the characteristic

functions of the resulting six fuzzy relations;
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R°: SYMPTOM X DISEASE -+-» FRACTION
O I)

RgD: SYMPTOM XDISEASE -H FRACTION

R° :SYMPTOM X SYMPTOM -H FRACTION

Rg„: SYMPTOM XSYMPTOM -H FRACTION

R°: DISEASE X DISEASE -W FRACTION

RJT: DISEASE XDISEASE -H FRACTION

The result returned by each of the functions specified above

is a measure of the degree of membership of a couple of medical

variables (symptoms or diseases) to either of the fuzzy relations

occurrence or confi rmat ion. For example, the function R3

indicates how often a symptom occurs with another symptom, and

the function Rcnn indicates how often a disease confirms another

disease when that disease is found in a patient. The functions

are, of course, documented by the expert surgeon, and they form

the knowledge base of the system which are specifying. They are

partial, because there might be variables (symptoms or diseases)

for which the expert surgeon has no judgement concerning the

relationships between them.
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4.3.3 The Consultation Process

The specification of the consultation process that follows

is based on three medical rules of inference, used by ADLASSNIG

et . al . in the development of their system, CADIAG [10,11]. These

three rules of inference are: the symptom-to-disease inference,

symptom-to-symptom inference, and the disease-to-disease

inference. In the sequel, these inference rules will be stated

at the appropriate levels of the specification.

The consultation process starts by the activity of recording

the pattern of symptoms shown by the patient under examination.

Each of the recorded symptoms is assigned, by the consulting

physician, a degree of belief, indicating the confidence he has

in the patient showing that symptom. Weighting the recorded

symptoms is necessary, because the physician may be uncertain

that the patient under examination shows a given symptom. We

shall call MANIFESTATION the set of symptoms recorded by the

consulting physician. We specify the state space description of

the pattern of symptoms recorded, by a schema:

PatientSynptonPattern

patient : PATIENT

MANIFESTATION : IP SYMPTOM

PatientDescription : PATIENT X SYMPTOM -H FRACTION

don PatientDescription = { patient } X MANIFESTATION
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In the schema given above, the function Pat ientDescript ion

can be interpreted as being the characteristic function of a

fuzzy relation shows (a patient shows a symptom). The function

is gradually built, as the symptoms are recorded. The domain of

the function is restricted to the symptoms recorded, i.e.,

MANIFESTATION, and that concern the patient under examination.

Now, we define one operation on the pattern of recorded

symptoms; the operation is that of adding a symptom to the

already recorded list of symptoms. The operation is called

AddRecordedSymptom, and we specify it using a schema, as follows:

AddRecordedSynpton

-APatientSynptonPattern

synpton? : SYMPTOM ; r? : FRACTION

patient'= patient

synpton ?£ MANIFESTATION

MANIFESTATION^ NANIFESTATION U { synpton ? }

PatientDescription'= PatientDescription U { ( patient, synpton ?) t—» r?>

The operation AddRecordedSymptom is shown to change the

state of the pattern of symptoms. There are two inputs to the

system: the physician enters the newly recorded symptom and the

weight that he assigns to it. As a precondition to the operation,

the symptom to record must not be in MANIFESTATION, i.e., it must

not be already recorded. If the precondition is satisfied, then

the operation has the effect of augmenting the set MANIFESTATION
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and the function Pat i entDescri pt i on, to take the new symptom into

account .

4.3.3.1 Symptoms-to-Diseases Inferences

We shall now see how the inferences from symptoms to

diseases are performed. We will consider three rules of symptoms-

to-diseases inference compositions which are: the symptom-to-

disease confirmation composition (we call it COMPOSITION.), the

symptom-to-disease positive exclusion composition (we call it

COMPOSITIONj) , and the symptom-to-disease negative exclusion

composition (we call it COMPOSITION,).

Rule 1. Symptom to disease confirmation composition.

(COMPOSITION,)

♦ IF a symptom symptom is believed to be shown by the patient

patient under examination, with degree of belief r,, i.e.,

PatientDescription(patient, symptom) - r,, AND

the system "knows" that whenever a patient shows the symptom

symptom (with degree of belief = 1), then the patient suffers

from the disease disease with degree of confirmation belief r,,

i.e., R^jC symptom, disease) = r, , THEN

it can be inferred that the patient patient is suffering from

the disease disease with degree of belief r, such that:

r, = MIN [n, r,] .

+ If more than one symptom confirm the same disease with
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different degrees of belief, then the symptom with the greatest

degree of confirmation belief is taken to perform the inference

composition. This inference rule is applied to infer for all

diseases for which it is meaningful.

The specification of the above rule of inference is given in the

schema below:

COMPOSITION^

Pat ientSynptonPattern

KNOUNMANIFESTATION : IPMANIFESTATION

KNOUNDISEASE : IP DISEASE

RpD : PAT IENTXDISEASE-h* FRACTION

KNOUNMANIFESTATION X KNOUNDISEASE C donR^

RjD =PatientDescription o((KNOWNHAN IFESTATION XKNOUNDISEASE) <3RgD)

In the schema above we have introduced two sets:

KNOWNMANIFESTATION and KNOWNDISEASE. The set KNOWNMANIFESTATION

is the set of symptoms recorded, for which the inference rule

stated above is meaningful. In other words, the set

KNOWNMANIFESTATIONxDISEASE must be in the domain of R:,,,. Also,

given the set KNOWNMANIFESTATION, the system can apply the

inference rule above only for diseases for which it "has

knowledge" of symptom to disease confirmation relationships.

Thus, the inference rule is valid only for the set KNOWNDISEASE

of diseases such that SYMPTOMxKNOWNDISEASE is included in the
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domain of RV. The constraint in the first line of the predicate

part of the schema COMPOSITION, says, in fact, that the inference

rule is valid only for the intersection of

KNCWNMANIFESTATIONxDISEASE and SYMPTCMxKNOWNDISEASE.

Rule 2. Symptom to disease positive exclusion composition.

(COMPOSITION,)

4 IF a patient patient shows a symptom symptom with degree of

belief r, , i.e., PatientDescription(patient,symptom) - r,, AND

the system "knows" that whenever a patient shows the symptom

symptom (with degree of belief = 1), then the patient suffers

from the disease disease with degree of confirmat ion bel ief r, ,

i.e, RV( symptom, disease) = r2 ,THEN

it can be inferred that the patient patient is not suffering

from the disease disease with degree of belief r, such that:

r, = MIN [r., 1-r,] .

4 If more than one symptom confirm the same disease, then the

symptom with the greatest degree of confirmation belief is

taken to perform the inference composition. The inference rule

is applied to infer for all diseases for which it is

meani ngful.

The specification of the above rule of inference is given in the

fol1owi ng schema:
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-COMPOS ITI0H2

PatientSynptonPattern

KNOUNMANIFESTATION :IP MAN IFESTATION

KNOUNDISEASE : IP DISEASE

RjD :PATIENT X DISEASE -h» FRACTION

KNOUNMANIFESTATION X KNOUNDISEASE C don R°

Rp. =PatientDescription o

(KNOUNMANIFESTATION X KNOUND ISEASE )<1 (1-R^ )
o u

Rule 3. Symptom to diseases negative exclusion composition

(COMPOSITION,) .
J

4 IF a symptom symptom is believed to be shown by the patient

under examination with degree of belief r,, i.e.,

Pat 7entDescription(patient,symptom) - r,, AND
l

the system "knows" that whenever a patient suffers from a

disease disease (with degree of belief = 1), then the symptom

symptom occurs with disease, with occurrence degree of belief

r,, i.e., R°s:i( symptom, disease) = r2, THEN

it can be inferred that the patient under examination is not

suffering from the disease disease with degree of belief r, ,

such that:

r, = MIN [1-r,,r2].

4 If "it is known that more than one symptom occur with the same

disease, then the symptom with the greatest degree of
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occurrence belief is taken to perform this inference

composition. This inference is applied to infer for all

diseases for which it is meaningful.

The specification of this rule of inference is given below:

COMPOS ITI0M3

PatientSynptonPattern

KNOUNMANIFESTATION : IP MANIFESTATION

KNOUNDISEASE : IP DISEASE

Rj! :PATIENT XDISEASE -+4 FRACTION

KNOUNMANIFESTATION X KNOUNDISEASE C don R°D

Rpj. =(1-Pat ientDescr ipt ion ) o

((KNOUNMANIFESTATION X KNOUNDISEASE)^ R°D )

4.3.3.2 Symptom-to-Symptom Inferences

In medicine, it appears that certain symptoms always occur

with some symptoms and never occur with some others. It appears

also that the presence of certain symptoms in a patient always

confirm the presence of some symptoms and never confirm the

presence of some others. Experts in medicine are aware of this,

and they take that into account, during their diagnostic

activities. In the model which we are describing, we take this

into account. As for the symptom-to-disease inference, we shall

specify the symptom-to-symptom confirmation inference

composition, the symptom-to-symptom positive exclusion inference

composition, and the symptom-to-symptom negative exclusion
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inference composition.

Rule 4. Symptom to symptom confirmation composit ion.

(COMPOSITION.) .

4 IF a symptom s, is believed to be shown by the patient patient,

under examination, with degree of belief r., i.e.,

Pat i entDescri pt ion(pat i ent, s,) - r, , AND

the system "knows" that whenever a patient shows the symptom

s, (with degree of belief = 1), then the patient is confirmed

to show the symptom s,, with degree of confi rmation belief r2,

i.e., Rcss( s, , s?) =r, , THEN

it can be inferred that the patient patient, under examination,

shows the symptom s, with degree of belief r, such that:

r, = MIN [r,, r, ].

4 If more than one symptom confirm the same symptom with

different degrees of belief, then the symptom with the greatest

degree of confirmation belief is taken, to perform the

inference composition. This inference rule is applied to infer

for all symptoms for which it is meaningful.

The specification of this rule of inference is given by the

fol1owi ng schema:



•COMPOSITION^

PatientSynptonPattern

KNOUNMANIFESTATION : IP MANIFESTATION

KNOUNSYMPTOM : IP SYMPTOM

Rp„ : PATIENT X SYMPTOM -+•» FRACTION

KNOUNMANIFESTATIONXKNOUNSYMPTOM C don Rgg

R^„ =PatientDescription o ((KNOUNSYMPTOM X SYMPTOM) <] R^ )
PS "

Rule 5. Symptom to symptom positive exclusion compos it ion.

(COMPOSITION:)
•J

4 IF the patient patient shows a symptom s,, with degree of

belief r., i.e., Pat i entDescri pt ion (pat i ent, s,) = r,, AND

the system "knows" that whenever a patient shows the symptom

s, (with degree of belief = 1), then the patient shows also the

symptom s-,, with a degree of confirmation belief r,, i.e,

R:cc( 5. ,s,) = r, , THEN

it can be inferred that the patient patient does not show the

symptom s, with degree of belief r, such that:

r, = MIN [r., 1-r,] .

4 If more than one symptom confirm the same symptom, then the

symptom with the greatest degree of confirmation belief is

taken to perform the inference composition. The inference rule

is applied to infer for all symptoms for which it is
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meani ngful.

This rule can be specified by the following schema:

COMPOSITION,'5

PatientSynptonPattern

KNOUNMANIFESTATION: F MANIFESTATION

KNOUNSYMPTOM : IP SYMPTOM

RpS:PATIENT X SYMPTOM -1-4 FRACTION

KNOUNMANIFESTATION X KNOUNSYMPTOM C don R^„
o o

r

RpS= PatientDescription o(KNOUNHAN IFESTATION X KNOUNSYMPTOM)4(1-RC )

Rule 6. Symptom to symptom negative exclusion composition.

(compositions)

4 IF a symptom s, is believed to be shown by the patient, under

examination, with degree of belief r,, i.e.,

Pat i entDescription(pat i ent ,s,) = r, , AND

the system "knows" that whenever a patient shows the symptom

s., then the patient shows the symptom s, with degree of

occurrence belief r,, i.e., R°ss(s,,s2) = r,, THEN

it can be inferred that the patient, under examination, does

not show the symptom s, with degree of belief r, such that:

r, = MIN [1-n,r2] .
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4 If it is known that more than one symptom occur with the same

symptom, then the symptom with greatest degree of occurrence

belief is taken to perform this inference composition. This

inference is applied to infer for all symptoms for which it is

meaningful.

COMPOSITION^

PatientSymptonPattern

KNUNMANIFESTATION : IP MANIFESTATION

KNOUNSYMPTOM : IP SYMPTOM

RpS : PATIENT X SYMPTOM -H FRACTION

KNOUNMANIFESTATION X KNOUNSYMPTOM C don R°

Rps =(1-PatientDescription) o ((KNOUNMANIFESTATION X KNOUNSYMPTOM) 0 R|J )

The three symptom-to-symptom inference compositions that we

have specified above have the effect of inferring new degrees of

belief for the presence of symptoms based on on degrees of belief

of symptoms entered by the consulting physician. For some of the

symptoms, COMPOSITION^ may associate a degree of belief of 1.

Those are confirmed diseases. We define confirmed symptoms in the

following terms: a symptom s2 is confirmed by a symptom s, if the

symptom s, is shown by the patient, and if it is known that the

presence of s, always confirms the presence of So. The

specification for an operation that looks for confirmed symptoms,

called GetConfirmedSymptoms, is given using the following schema:
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•GetCONFIRMEDSYMPTOMS-

SC0MP0SITI0N4

CONFIRMEDSYMPTOMS! : IP SYMPTOM

CONFIRMEDSYMPTOMS! ={s:SYMPTON IrJ (patient, s) =1}
' r o

For some of the symptoms, COMPOSITIONS or COMPOSITION, will

calculate degrees of belief of 1. Those are the excluded

symptoms, i.e, symptoms for which it can be definitely concluded

that they are absent in the patient. Excluded symptoms are

recognized as stated in the following: a symptom s, excludes a

symptom s, if s, is shown by a patient and if it is known that

the presence of s, never confirms the presence of s, or if it is

definitely established that the patient does not show the symptom

s, and it is known that s, always occurs with s, . The
1 L

specification of an operation that looks for excluded symptoms

is given by the following schema:

GetExcludedSynpton

JtC0MPOSITION5

SCOMPOSITION^

EXCLUDEDSYMPTOMS!: P SYMPTOM

EXCLUDEDSYHPTOMS! =(s:SYMPTOM | Rp (patient,s) =l}
PS

U{s: SYMPTOM|R^s(Patient,s) =l}

Confirmed as well as excluded symptoms are added to the



pattern of symptoms of the patient, using the following two

operations, AddExcludedSymptom and AddConfirmedSymptom, defined

on the schema PatientSymptomPattern:

AddConf irmedSympton-

APatientSynptonPattern

synpton? : CONFIRMEDSYMTOMS

pat ient' =patient

MANIFESTATION=MANIFESTATION U (synpton?)

PatientDescription'= PatientDescription ®{(patient,synpton?) I—> 1}

AddExcludedSynpton

APatientSynptonPattern

synpton?:EXCLUDEDSYMPTOMS

pat ient'1 = pat ient

MANIFESTATION' =MAN IFESTATIONU(synpton?}

PatientDescription': PatientDescription ®{(patient,synpton?) I—) 0}

The operations AddExcludedSymptom and AddConfirmedSymptom

make use of the override function operator (circle plus). The

effect of this override function operator is to leave the

function PatientDescription unchanged for symptoms that are not

members of the class of inferred symptoms, to augment it to
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include already unrecorded symptoms, and to modify it for

inferred symptoms which are already recorded, by modifying their

weights according to whether they are confirmed (weight=1) or

excluded (w e ight=0 ).

4.3.3.3 Diseases-to-Disease Inferences

Like symptoms, in medicine some diseases always occur with

some diseases and never occur with some others. Certain diseases

always confirm some diseases and never confirm the presence of

some others. In this system we take also this knowledge into

account, and we specify the same inference compositions as for

symptoms to symptoms inferences, or symptoms to diseases

inferences by applied to infer from diseases to diseases.

Rule 7. Disease to disease confirmation composition.

(COMPOSITION,)

4 IF the patient, under examination, is believed to suffer from

the disease tf.with degree of belief r,, AND

the system "knows" that whenever a patient suffers from the

disease d, (with degree of belief = 1), then the patient is

confirmed to suffer also from the disease d7 with degree of

confirmation belief r,, i.e., R::rj(d.,d2) - r,, THEN

it can be inferred that the patient is suffering from the

disease J, with degree of belief r, such that:

r, = MIN [r,, r,] .
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4 If more than one disease confirm the same disease with

different degrees of belief, then the disease with the greatest

degree of confirmation belief is taken to perform the inference

composition. This inference rule is applied to infer for all

diseases for which it is meaningful.

The specification for this rule of inference is given by the

followi ng schema:

COMPOSITION,,

COMPOSITIONj

FOUNDDISEASE : IP DISEASE

KNOUNDISEASE : PDISEASE

RpD : PATIENT X DISEASE -+4 FRACTION

(patient) X FOUDDISEASE C don R*

FOUNDDISEASE X KNOUNDISEASE C don RJL
7 1RpD=RpD o ((FOUNDDISEASE X KNOUNDISEASE) <3 RJL)

Rule 8. Disease to disease positive exclusion composition.

(COMPOSITION^

4 IF the patient, under examination, is believed to suffer from

the disease dt, with degree of belief r1 , AND

the system "knows" that whenever a patient suffers from the

disease d, (with degree of belief = 1), then it can be

confirmed that the patient suffers also from the disease d,,

with degree of conf i rmat ion be! i ef r2 , i.e, RCnr,( J,, c/p =r2 , THEN
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it can be inferred that the patient, under examination, does

not suffer from the disease d, with degree of belief r, such

that :

r„ - MIN [r,, 1-r,] .

4 If more than one disease confirm the same disease, then the

disease with the greatest degree of confirmation belief is

taken to perform the inference composition. The inference rule

is applied to infer for all diseases for which it is

mean i ngfu1.

The specification of this rule of inference is the following:

COMPOSITIONg

C0MP0SITI0N1

FOUNDDISEASE : PDISEASE

KNUNDISEASE : IPDISEASE

RpD : PATIENT X DISEASE -+-» FRACTION

{patient} XFOUNDDISEASE Cdon rJd
FOUNDDISEASE X KNOUNDISEASE C don RpD

RpD =RjDo( (FOUND ISEASE XKNOUNDISEASE) <3 (l-RjB))

Rule 9. Disease to disease negat ive exclusion composit ion.

(COMPOSITIONg)

4 IF the patient under examination is believed to suffer from the
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disease d,, with degree of belief r. , i.e., AND

the system "knows" that whenever a patient suffers from the

disease d. (with degree of belief = 1), then the patient

suffers also from the disease d7, with degree of occurrence

belief r2, i.e., R0™ ( d,, d,) - r,, THEN

it can be inferred that the patient under examination does not

suffer from the disease d», with degree of belief r, such that:

r, = MIN [1-r1fr2] .

4 If it is known that d^ occurs with more than one disease, then

the disease with the greatest degree of occurrence belief is

taken to perform this inference composition. This inference is

applied to infer for all diseases for which it is meaningful.

In the schema below, we specify this rule of inference;

COMPOSITION

COMPOSITIONj

FOUNDDISEASE : IPDISEASE

KNOUNDISEASE : IPDISEASE

9
RpD :PATIENT X DISEASE -H FRACTION

{patient} XFOUNDDISEASE C don rJd
FOUNDDISEASE X KNOUNDISEASE C donR°

RpD=(l-RpD) o ((FOUNDDISEASE XKNOUND ISEASE )4 RJJn )

Now, using two operations, GetExcludedDiseases and
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GetConfi rmedDi seases, the system looks for confirmed and excluded

diseases. The specifications of these two operations is given in

the following two schemas:

GetConfirnedDisease

.".COMPOSITION.,
<

CONF IRMEDDI SEASES! : IP DISEASE

CONFIRNEDDISEASES •=(d:DISEASE |Rp])(pat ient ,d)=1}

GetExcludedDisease

.".COMPOSITION
8

SCOMPOSITIONc

SC0MP0SIYI0N2

SCONPOSITION-

EXCLUDEDDISEASES! : IPDISEASE

EXCLUDEDDISEASES! ={d:DISEASE | RpD(patient ,d )=1}

U(d:DISEASE | Rj^tpat ient ,d) =1}
U(d:DISEASE | RpD(pat ient ,d )=1}
U(d:DISEASE | R3pi)(pat ient ,d )=1}

Confirmed as well as excluded diseases are added to the

pattern of diseases describing the patient under examination

using the two operations specified by the following two schemas:
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DIAGNOSTICS

COMPOSITION1

Differential_diagnosis! :PATIENT X DISEASE -H FRACTION

threshold : FRACTION

Differential_diagnosis! ={(patient ,disease)j

RpD (patient,disease) >threshold)} <] R*

SO

PD



CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

In the present thesis, the work was carried out in the

purpose of investigating the spedfiabi1ity of the decision

making processes of an expert, that are usually emulated by

computer programs in the form of expert systems. The aim is to

develop a sped ficat ion model of a medical expert system, using

one of the standard formal methods for software development. The

work is centered around one of the well-known model-based formal

methods, developed in the last decade for the specification and

subsequent development steps of large sequential software

systems. This method is namely the Z-method. The work can be seen

as consisting of three main parts:

In the first part, the problems that have led the software

industry into a crisis situation, in the late 1960s, are retraced

first. Then, the concept of software engineering, which was

invented to solve the software crisis, is introduced. This is

followed by a discussion of software qualities, which are the

desirable qualities that any software system should possess, and

which software systems developed before the advent of software

engineering lacked. Next, the methods, both structured methods

and formal methods, that drive software development in order to
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integrate the principles of software engineering in the process

of software systems development are reviewed. In this discussion

of methods for software development, much emphasis is put on

formal methods, stating their advantages as well as some of the

problems which they currently find for their acceptance in the

software industry. Tools as well as managements issues in

software engineering are also briefly discussed in this first

part .

The second part is a summary of the main knowledge

representation techniques that have been developed and used for

the design of practical expert systems. The discussion is limited

to the declarative scheme of knowledge representation, because

most of the best known systems, such as MYCIN, CASNET, and

INTERNIST, have been developed using this formalism. In the

declarative scheme of knowledge representation, the production

rules technique, the semantic network technique, and the frames

technique are discussed with a practical example of systems

supporting each of them. Current research in the development of

new techniques is also mentioned in this second part of the

t hesi s.

In the third and last part of the thesis, the Z specification

language is integrated in the formal system of fuzzy sets in

order to describe a model of a rule-based expert system, intended

to diagnose the acute abdominal pain emergency problem. The

process of inference is based on three inference rules that have

already been used for the development of a practical expert

system, the CADIAG system. A method for the specification, using

the Z specification language, of these inference rules is



proposed.

The development of the model that is proposed in this thesis

has gone through two phases: the knowledge elicitation phase and

the system modelling phase.

The knowledge elicitation phase consisted mainly of attendance

to about ten meetings, of two hours each, with an expert surgeon

in the diagnosis of the acute abdominal pain emergency. Through

that series of meetings, we have been able to appreciate the

essentials of the decision making processes involved in the

diagnostic activity. Our experience in conducting this phase has

permitted us to make the following important observation: as

expected, it was not possible to communicate with the expert

surgeon by using directly the notation of Z. This is due to the

unfamiliarity of the expert surgeon with that notation.

Furthermore, it appeared unrealistic to explain the notation for

him. Indeed, we have used natural language (French) for the

knowledge elicitation phase.

In the modelling phase, based on techniques found in the

literature, the diagnostic knowledge collected during the first

phase was encoded into the mathematical structures that the Z

language offers to the specifier.

Although we have been able to develop a method for translating

such vague concepts as those encountered in medicine into a

mathematical model, we believe that the proposed specification

lacks the description of some desirable features of expert

systems. For example, we have not specified an explanation

facility for the system, nor we have specified the questioning

scheme of the user. Nevertheless, the method is there, and we are



convinced that the proposed specification can easily be augmented

to include those aspects of the system.

The following remarks can be made, concerning further research

in this topi c:

1) We have pointed out earlier that we have conducted the

knowledge elicitation activity using natural language. After

encoding the knowledge into the Z notation, we used to

retranslate that into natural language, and submit it to the

expert surgeon for validation. However, in doing so, we believe

that we missed a fundamental concept behind the use of formal

methods in software development. In fact, one of the fundamental

reasons for using a formal specification language in software

development is that they allow the software developer to

describe, with the user, precisely, the system requirements,

hence obtaining a basis for a contract that is signed by both

participants (developer and user). Our specification lacks this

property. We propose, thus, that the specification proposed be

refined into a computer program, thus, continuing with the

remaining steps of the system's life cycle. This will establish

definitely the validity or discover the eventual defects of the

proposed method.

2) As mentioned earlier in this thesis, the disease mechanisms

involved in the acute abdominal pain emergency are not well

understood. We believe that if the application area is carefully

chosen then an interesting experiment would be to develop an

expert system using a formal executable specification language.
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The reason for suggesting an executable specification language

for use is that it will allow the development of prototypes, thus

permitting to explore confidently the knowledge domain.
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APPENDIX A

THE Z NOTATION

A.1 INTRODUCTION

The Z notation [53] (also see [54] for a simple

introduction) has been developed at the beginning of the last

decade at the university of Oxford. Z is a model-based method,

essentially based on predicate calculus and strongly typed set

theory, which was primarily designed for the specification of

large software systems. It allows software developers to describe

formally the behaviour of software systems and to reason

mathematically about them. Since Z is based on mathematics, its

semantics is precisely defined. Thus, users of Z have the

opportunity to write unambiguous and abstract specifications to

describe what will be the behaviour of a software system. Some

large projects have already made use of Z and it was claimed that

appreciable benefits have been gained (see, for example, the IBM

transaction processing system [37]). We have designed the present

appendix to illustrate the Z notation, and to see how we can make

use of it to describe a simple system, the password system of the

VAX minicomputer. However, we do not claim that the following

specification is a complete description of the VAX password
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system.

A. 2 STRUCTURE OF THE Z LANGUAGE

The Z language is a language of specification. As such it

has a well defined vocabulary and semantics. The vocabulary of

Z consists essentially of mathematical structures, such as sets,

relations, functions, and sequences, which are well known in the

mathematical theory of sets. The semantics (meaning) of each

structure is formally defined. The set of all structures and the

operations on them, that are used in Z constitutes the

mathematical tool-kit of the language. The complete mathematical

tool-kit as defined in the standard notation of Z, can be found

in [53]. We will not discuss here these structures, but we will

focus on some conventions which are proper to the language.

A.3 THE PASSWORD SYSTEM

We start by introducing the idea of primitive sets.

Primitive sets are the basic sets whose objects nature is

unimportant from the specification point of view (from the

implementation point of view, this might not be the case). For

the specification of the password system, we will need to speak

about users' names and passwords. The system will sometimes issue

messages. Let us say that users' names are drawn from a certain

set NAME, and that users use passwords drawn from a set PASSWORD

to access the system. The kind of objects contained in the sets

NAME, PASSWORD is not important for our specification. In Z, we
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write

[NAME, PASSWORD];

to say that NAME and PASSWORD are primitive sets.

When the objects in a primitive set can be enumerated, we

can use the so called free type definition to define that set.

For example, in the description that follows, we shall see that

the password system can issue to the user either of the two

messages: "$" or "User Authorization Failure". Thus, if we call

MESSAGE the set of these two messages, then we can use the free

type definition to introduce the set MESSAGE.

MESSAGE ::= $ | UserAuthorizationFai1ure.

The most important structure of the Z language is the

schema. A schema is a mathematical structure which introduces one

or more variables and the constraints between their values. We

illustrate the idea of a schema by using it to specify a portion

of the password system, its registration system.

The registration system is a subsystem of the password

system which permits the manager of the computer center to keep

a list of users who are allowed to use the VAX system. Through

it, the manager can register a new user, or he can suspend an

already registered user. Each user is identified by his username

and password. A user can have only one password. A given password

can be owned by more than one user. A user can access the system

by typing in his username and password. The registration system
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is then able to recognize whether the user is allowed to use the

system or not. It is sufficient to use a set and a function to

capture the information needed to describe a model of this

system. The state space description of the registration system

can be written compactly using a schema:

RegistrationSysten

USERNAME : IP NAME

Userpassuord : NAME -H PASSWORD

don Userpassuord = USERNAME

As shown above, a schema consists of a signature part and

a predicates part, separated by the cental dividing line. A

schema may or may not have a name. The signature part is the part

which is above the dividing line, and the predicates part is

below the line. The signature part introduces typed variables.

The predicates part specifies the constraints between the values

of the declared variables. There can be more than one predicate

line. Between each predicate line in the predicates part, there

is an implicit logical AND. If desired this logical AND can be

expli ci11y wri tten.

The signature part of the schema describing the registration

system contains declarations for two variables: USERNAME which

is of type set and Userpassword which is of type function. The

convention to show the type of a variable is to write the



variable followed by a semi colon then the type of the variable.

REMARK

Basic types are the primitive sets. Composite types can be

obtained by combining basic types, using the well known operators

of set theory. For example, we can see explicitly above that

USERNAME is an element of the powerset (set of subsets) of the

set NAME. This is sufficient to see that USERNAME is itself a

set .

The predicates part in the state space description of the

registration system says that the domain of the function

Userpassword is the same as the subset USERNAME. This property

is an invariant of the system, which means that the predicate of

equality must be true under all states of the registration

syst em.

For more illustration about the notation used in the Z

language, we consider two operat ions on the registration system.

Again, we use a schema to describe the operation of adding a new

user to the list of users who are allowed to use the VAX system:

Add User

A Reg istrat ionSysten

usernane? : NAME

password? : PASSWORD

Userpassuord ' = Userpassword U { usernane? h—» passuord ? }.



Some new notation appears in the above schema. The DELTA

symbol indicates to the reader of the specification that the

operation AddJUser changes the state of the system. The operation

needs two inputs: username? and password?. The convention is to

decorate inputs with a "?". To show the effect of the operation

Add_User on the system, the predicates part of the schema above

shows the values of the variable Userpassword after the

operation. In Z, the values of the variables after an operation

are decorated with "'". Variables' values before the operation

are left undecorated. In the schema above, the function

Userpassword is augmented to include the name and password of the

new user after the operation Add_User.

The schema describing the operation add_User can be

equivalently written as in the following schema:

Add User

USERNAME : IP NAME

USERNAME ' : IP NAME

Userpassuord : NAME

Userpassuord ': NAME

usernane? : NAME

password? : PASSWORD

PASSWORD

PASSWORD

don Userpassuord = USERNANE

don Userpassuord '- USERNAME '

Userpassuord '- Userpassuord U (usernane?!—> passuord?}.

As can be seen in the above schema, the DELTA symbol is used
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to tell the reader of the specification that: the variables

declared for the system before and after an operation are merged,

in the signature part of the operation schema, with the variables

that the operation itself introduces, and that the constraints

in the predicate part are also merged.

We can now use the specification of the operation Add_user

to prove that USERNAME'= USERNAME U {username?}. The proof is as

foilows:

(1) Userpassword'= Userpassword U [username? -- password?},

(specification of Add_User)

(2) dom Userpassword' = dom (Userpassword U [username? --.

password?}), (property of dom).

(3) dom Userpassword'= dom Userpassword U dom {username? --

password?}, (property of dom).

(4) dom Userpassword'= USERNAME'. (specification of

RegistrationSystem)

(5) dom Userpassword = USERNAME. (specification of

RegistrationSystem)

(6) dom {username? -- password?} = {username?}. (property of dom)

(7) USENAME'= USERNAME U {username?}. (substitution of (4), (5),

and (6) in (3) ).

formal proofs like the one given above are very useful when

specifying software systems. They are a means for keeping

conciseness of specifications and they allow to check for their

consi st ency.

A second operation on the registration system can be that
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of suspending an already registered user. A schema is used to

descr ibe it:

Delete User

A. RegistrationSysten

usernane? : NAME

password? : PASSWORD

Userpassword ; = Userpassword \ { usernane? (—> password? }.

Like the operation Add_user, the operation Delete_User

changes the state of the system. Its effect is to remove the name

of the user to suspend from the list of allowed users. The symbol

"\" is used to say that the object (username? - password?} is

subtracted from the function Userpassword.

Up to now, we have described only a portion of the password

system. Now we describe another portion of the system; a

subsystem that keeps track of the lists of currently logged in

and logged out users. We call this subsystem WorkingSystem.

A user of the system cannot be logged in and logged out at

the same time. The union of the set of logged in users and the

set of logged out users forms the complete set of registered

users. The state space description of the WorkingSystem is given

in the schema below:
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LOGGEDINUSER : IP NAME

LOGGEDOUTUSER : IP NAME

USERNAME : IP NAME

LOGGEJ) INUSER H LOGGEDOUTUSER = 0

LOGGEDINUSER U LOGGEDOUTUSER = USERNAME

Now we merge the two subsystems described above to describe

the state space of the password system. We call it

PasswordSystem:

PasswordSysten .

Registrat ionSysten

UorkingSysten

The schema describing the password system can be written using

a single detailed schema as follows:

PasswordSystew

LOGGED INUSER : P NAME

LOGGEDOUTUSER : IP NAME

USERNAME : P NAME

Userpassword : NAME -B PASSWORD

LOGGEDINUSER U LOGGEDOUTUSER =0

LOGGEDINUSER U LOGGEDOUTUSER = USERNAME

don Userpassword = USERNAME

10;



Thus, we have described each portion of the password system

separately and then we have combined them to describe the whole

system. This technique of presenting a specification piece by

piece then combining the pieces is particularly helpful when we

deal with large systems specifications [55].

Now, we consider one operation on the password system to

illustrate more notation. The operation is called login. It

permits a user to access the system. To access the system, a user

types in his username and password. If the information which is

entered is correct then he can access the system, otherwise he

will be refused the access. Here is what happens in the case

where the user enters correct information:

Login

A PasswordSysten

usernane? : NAME

password? : PASSWORD

usernane? € USERNAME

Userpassword(usernane?) = password?

LOGGEDINUSER ' = LOGGEDINUSER U { usernane? }.

Below, we specify an operation that produces a message in

the case where the user attempts to enter the system by supplying

incorrect information:
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UserAuthor izat ionFa ilure

•£• PasswordSysten

usernane? : NAME

password? : PASSWORD

message! : MESSAGE

usernane?)? USERNAME V Userpassword (usernane?) ^ password?

nessage! = " User Authorization Failure ".

The new notations that appears in the above schema are: the

"XI" symbol and the "!". The "XI" symbol is used to describe an

operation which does not change the state of a system. The "!"

symbol is used to decorate output values that an operation

returns. Thus, if the user enters incorrect information for the

system, the system state will not change, and it responds by

issuing a message telling the user that he is not authorized.

We can now describe a robust version (we call it RLogin) of

the login operation which take into account both the case where

the user supplies correct information and the case where he

supplies erroneous information. But first, we describe an

operation which produces the message "$". Here is the description

for this simple operation:

Success

nessage! : MESSAGE

! = " S "nessage
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The description for the operation RLogin is:

RLogin - {Login A Success) V UserAuthorizationFailure

The description above, of the operation RLogin, is written

using two operators from the schema calculus: the logical AND and

the logical OR. The schema calculus is very useful for describing

large system specifications. It permits a structuring mechanism

by which the specifier can describe separately many aspects of

the system, then using those structures to describe at the end

the entire system.

To see what ANDing or ORing schemas means we rewrite the

specification for RLogin using a detailed schema as follows:

RLogin

A PasswordSysten

usernane? : NAME

password? : PASSWORD

nessage! : MESSAGE

(usernane? € USERNAME A Userpassword(usernane?) = password? A

nessage! = "$") V

(usernane? 0 USERNAME V Userpassword(usernane?) Xpassword? A

nessage! = " User Authorization Failure ").
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APPENDIX B

FUZZY SETS

B.1 INTRODUCTION

An ordinary set, as defined in conventional set theory, is

a useful model for classifying objects having some well defined

properties. However, we often encounter situations where we need

to speak about properties based on subjective judgements that w

assign to objects in the real world. In those situations,

ordinary sets are, unfortunately, not suitable as models for the

classes of such objects. The purpose of the theory of fuzzy sets

developed by ZADEH [46] was to provide a framework within which

imprecise concepts can be captured and treated mathematically.

In this appendix, we summarize the important properties of fuzzy
set s.

B.2 DEFINITIONS

Given an ordinary reference set E, a fuzzy subset A of the

reference set E is characterized by a membership function u. (e)

which associates with each object e in E a real number in the

interval [0, 1]. The value uA(e) indicates the grade of

membership of e to A. The nearer uA (e) is to unity the higher the

grade of membership of e to E. Clearly the characteristic

e
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function of an ordinary set can take only two values: 1 or 0,

translating the logic values TRUE or FALSE, and this according

to whether e belongs to A or not.

Example

In medicine, the concept of illness is not precise. The

boundaries of the class of ill persons with respect to the class

of healthy persons are not well defined. Thus, the class of ill

persons is a fuzzy subset in the reference set of all

individuals. If p, and p, are two individuals we can write

Mtii (p. )=0.9

u;m(p2 )=0.2

B.3 OPERATIONS ON FUZZY SETS

The usual operations of inclusion, union, intersection, and

complementation which are defined for ordinary sets are also

defined for fuzzy sets. These are defined below.

Let E be a reference set. Let A and B be two fuzzy subseys

in the reference set E and u,(e) and us(e) their respective

characteristic functions. Then we define

Inclusion. The fuzzy subset A is included in the fuzzy subset B

if and only if

Vee£, iiA{e) < \x3(e)
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Intersection. The intersection of the fuzzy subsets A and B is

also a fuzzy subset in E denoted by AflB whose characteristic

function is given by

^eP-E> ^na(e) " MIN L>A(e) ,na(e) ]

Union. The union of the fuzzy subsets A and B is also a fuzzy

subset in E denoted by AUB whose characteristic function is given

by

Ve^i?, ^Un(e) - MAX [\iA(e) ,»B(e)]

Complementation. The complement of the fuzzy subset A is fuzzy

subset in E denoted by A' whose characteristic function is given

by

VeeE, \iA,(e) - l-|iA(e)

B.4 FUZZY RELATIONS

Let E and E' be two ordinary reference sets. A fuzzy

relation R from E to E' is a fuzzy subset in the cartesian

product E x E'. R is characterized by a membership function

Me.e') which associates to each ordered pair (e,e'),

respectively in E and E', a real number in the interval [0,1].

The characteristic function of R captures the concept that e is

more or less related to e'.

\xR(e,e') : E x E1 - [0,1] .
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Composit ion of fuzzy relations

Let E, F, and G be three ordinary reference sets, and let

R, and S be two fuzzy relations defined respectively on E x F and

F x G.

\i R : E x F - [0,1]

\is : F x G - [0,1] .

Then the composition of the fuzzy relation R with the fuzzy

relation S is a fuzzy relation in E x G whose characteristic

function is given by

VeeB, VgeG, \iSoR{e,g) - MAX, MIN [\LR{e, f) , \is{f, g) ].

We have now reviewed the important concepts of fuzzy sets.

Other properties such as covexity of a fuzzy set exist, and can

be found in [46]. However, since we did not make use of these

further properties in this thesis, we do not discuss them in this

appendix. Fuzzy sets have been introduced in medicine for the

first time by SANCHEZ [56]. In particular, the concept of fuzzy

relation has proved to be very useful for formalizing the

approximate resoning that is frequently encountered in this area.
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